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ABSTRACT This paper presents an in-depth analysis and investigation on the performance of static
photovoltaic (PV) array configurations subjected to various partial shading conditions (PSCs). Under PSCs,
the electrical characteristics of the PV modules are critically monitored and reasons for their behavioral
changes are highlighted. By doing so, this study aims to improve the efficiency of PV systems by minimizing
mismatch losses and determining the optimum array configuration which is characterized by the highest
maximum power and lowest relative losses under PSCs. Besides, this study complements and carries forward
the previous studies through the detailed analysis of each configuration subjected to various practically
probable PSCs. Three different PV array sizes (5 × 4, 5 × 5, and 3 × 10) are used to analyze the results
and performance under considered shading scenarios. MATLAB/Simulink platform is used to model and
simulate the PV array using the single diode (5-parameters) model. In-depth analysis of current flow
across cross-ties and bypass diodes activation shows that the diagonal shading pattern leads to lower power
loss (PL). Besides, the Total Cross-Tied (TCT) configuration demonstrates superior performance under
most of the PSCs compared to other configurations. These results provide valuable information about
the performance of PV array which may lead to better estimation and prediction of global maximum
power (GMP) generation of a PV system.

INDEX TERMS Single diode solar cell model, photovoltaic array, PV reconfiguration schemes, total cross
tied configuration, performance of static photovoltaic array, partial shading conditions, energy loss.

I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last decades, power generation has shifted heav-
ily towards renewable sources due to environmental con-

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Jenny Mahoney.

cerns and the increasing efficiency of renewable technolo-
gies. PV systems have offered good results and have been
largely integrated into the power networks of many countries.
Development and improvements in semiconductor technol-
ogy have further boosted the popularity of PV systems as a
reliable renewable source. Researchers have targeted other
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ways such as sun tracker, PV array reconfigurations, and
maximum power point tracker to improve the efficiency and
reach optimal performance of PV systems [1]. One of the
major factors that reduce the conversion efficiency of PV
systems is PSCs. Studies carried out to show that PSCs can be
considered as main cause of power losses from 10-70% of the
system yield [2], [3]. The broad range is due to the wide range
of shading patterns and intensity of the shading conditions.
PSCs are most prominent in building integrated PV (BIPV)
systems where shading patterns occur due to nearby, and
often taller, building structures, utility towers, trees, and other
structures in proximity of the installed PV systems [4]. Prob-
lem is often difficult to solve since many of the shading struc-
tures would appear after the installation, e.g. construction of
a taller building. As a result, these obstructions cannot be
countered during installation and BIPV systems suffer from
low efficiency for the latter portion of their lifetime [5], [6].

In larger PV installations, such as a power generation
plant, the issue of PSCs rises from a passing clouds. Due
to the moving clouds, only a few portions of the PV array
are subjected to shading while others receive a uniform and
higher irradiation level. Moreover, this shading is dynamic
and practically impossible to predict in advance. Other factors
that lead to PSCs include physical damage and aging to
PV module (such as cracks) and animal residues or other
forms of remains (leaves, dust, debris) on PV module that
have not been removed on time [7]. Due to its impact on
power generation, the phenomenon of PSCs has been studied
thoroughly in literature and the problem is well clarified [8].
During PSCs, shade PV cells turned into a load which can
cause the PV cell to raise the temperature and affected the
whole PV panel. This phenomenon is called as hot spot
effect. The PV cell would become reverse biased during the
generation of current through the PV module. To counter
that, several researchers had proposed to connect the PV cell
parallel with bypass diodes. This solution helped to bypass
the current produce by non-shaded PV cells from passing
through shaded PV cells [9]–[11]. However, such bypass
diode activation results in the generation of multiple maxi-
mum power points (MPP) on the Power-Voltage (P-V) curve
under PSCs [12]–[14]. Such a phenomenon causes tracking
problems for the MPP Tracker (MPPT) that may detect Local
Maximum Power Point (LMPP) instead of Global Maximum
Power Point (GMPP) [13], [15]. The PSCs will lead power
loss, waste of energy, downturn the efficiency of PV, and
alter the payback period to the PV investor. The approaches
to minimize the negative effects of PSCs, effectiveness, and
cost trade-off. However, as mentioned before, PSCs are often
impossible to predict and account for, much of the research
focuses on maximizing the energy yield of the PV system
under PSCs.

In general, the issue of reduced energy yield is countered
by either adapting theMPPT algorithm by governing the con-
verter(s) used in the system architecture [16] or by changing
the array configuration of the PV system from series-parallel
(SP) to bridge-linked (BL), to Honey Comb (HC) or to total

cross-tied (TCT), or a different array configuration [17], [18].
The summary from the analysis is stated in 1. The second
approach i.e. the modification of array configuration has
been taken by many researchers who have developed models
to study and analyse different configurations of PV arrays
and how each configuration responds to PSCs. A gener-
alized MATLAB program was developed by Ramaphraba
and Mathur to analyse and compare array configurations for
random shading pattern and to find a configuration with the
lowest sensitivity to power loss under PSCs [19]. The results
indicated that TCT configuration was superior for symmet-
rical array sizes while HC configuration was optimal for
asymmetrical array sizes [20]. Belhachat and Larbes analysed
the advantages and limitations on series (S), parallel (P), SP,
TCT, BL, and HC in their work. The work also provided the
detail on power loss for all configurations [17]. However, this
work does not state the detail on the behaviour of electrical
power flow in each configuration.

Wang and Hsu studied the electrical performance of PV
modules with S, SP, TCT, BL, and HC array configuration.
They used the Newton-Raphson and piecewise linear parallel
branches (PLPB)model methods for PV cells and determined
that TCT configuration yielded the maximum power value
with both methods. TCT was followed by BL and HC array
configurations for the shading pattern studied. Again only one
PSCs pattern was used and therefore the results cannot be
accepted for a general case [21].

Other approaches that had been implemented and studied
by previous researchers are the Sudoku configuration and
Zig-Zag configuration such as presented by [22], [23]. Basi-
cally, Zig-Zag and Sudoku configurations are based on puzzle
game theory for the physical relocation of PV panels under
different PSCs. In addition to static reconfirmation methods
dynamic or electrical array reconfiguration methods were
proposed by various researchers. With excellent behaviour
of meta-heuristic algorithms reconfiguration of PV systems
were developed via population based algorithms [24], arti-
ficial ecosystem [25], grey wolf optimizer [26]. Authors
in [27] also proposed the Sudoku configuration, the applied
method involved modification of the modules’ arrangement
by relocating the panel from its original location to a new
location in the same column. The transportation process is
executed without changing the electrical connection. The
node current under PSCs is expected to be increased by
applying this approach, hence, as the result shows the GMPP
of the proposed PV array relocation technique is significantly
larger compared to TCT. Even though these techniques signif-
icantly improvised the PV arrays performance under numer-
ous PSCs, however, these techniques possess consequential
limitations to be applied in real-life such as imprudent wiring
connection due to the physical relocation of PV panels, labo-
rious task suffers, and for Sudoku technique it can be only
applied to arrays with even number of array size. Further,
to verify the implementation of array reconfirmation methods
for large scale PV system an innovativemethod for a PV array
of 16× 16 and 25× 25 are proposed in [28].
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In [29], the authors have introduced Symmetric matrix
based shade dispersion capability to enhance PV array per-
formance. Three realistic shading scenarios are considered
and a comprehensive study is carried out to show higher
GMPP compared to Shape-do-Ku, novel TCT (NTCT) an
conventional TCT configurations. Effect of bypass diode is
investigated during the PSCs on a SP configured PV array.
Various connecting of bypass diode topologies are adopted
and compared under four shading scenarios in terms of
GMPP location and improved FF etc.

Meanwhile, authors in [30] presented in their paper about
the analysis and comparison of the PV array configurations
including S, SP, BL, HC, and TCT under six different PSCs.
Their comprehensive study implemented a symmetrical array
size only which is 6 × 6. Their study shows that the TCT
configuration outperforms the other configurations in terms
of lowest mismatch lost and fill factor, highest efficiency, and
highest maximum power output under all of the conditions
tested by the authors. However, their paper does not explain
in detail the characteristic of components in the PV array
configurations under certain PSC such as the characteristic of
bypass diode for the shaded and unshaded modules, and also
the characteristic of P-V curve under certain PSCs.. Further-
more, their study only used a symmetrical array size under
six conditions. As a result, if the array size is unsymmetrical,
such as 3 × 5, the other configurations may outperform the
TCT interconnection under certain PSCs. Moreover, there
are millions of possibilities PSCs patterns might occur for
different array sizes. Hence, six conditions is not enough
to compliment that the TCT scheme outperforms the other
configurations. Another paper that discussed the same topic
in [31] focuses on the seven parameter variations for multiple
PV arrays topologies under different PSC and also faulty PV
scenarios. The seven parameters utilized by the authors for
their analysis and investigation are short circuit current (ISC ),
open voltage circuit (VOC ), current at maximum power point
(IMPP), the voltage at maximum power point (VMPP), series
resistance (RS), FF and thermal voltage (Vte) to detect and
analyse the PV arrays with faulty PV panels under different
PSC for future generic MPPT learning algorithm improve-
ment, instead of predicting the PSC. Their paper is unde-
niably a good reference for MPPT algorithm improvement
since their paper provided a detailed analysis by using all of
the indicators and considering the faulty PV panels. However,
their paper applied an unsymmetrical array size only which
is 6 × 4 for all of the topologies. In addition, the authors
tested the PV arrays interconnection under 18 various
PSC for each topology, however, in-depth analysis wasn’t
provided.

Furthermore, their study only used a symmetrical array
size under six conditions. As a result, if the array size is
unsymmetrical, such as 3 × 5, the other configurations may
outperform the TCT interconnection under certain PSCs. The
analyses presented in this paper encompass multiple practical
configurations and their response to several possible and real-
istic shading patterns. A study in such detail andwithmultiple

configurations, array sizes and shading patterns has not been
presented in previous researches. In this paper, the detailed
analyses of static PV array configurations i.e. series (S),
parallel (P), series-parallel (SP), bridge-link (BL), honey-
comb (HC), and total-cross tied (TCT) configurations under
possible patterns of shading. Furthermore, a comprehensive
analysis of the current distribution for TCT configuration is
also done and activation of bypass diodes and linkages during
PSCs is also discussed. Firstly, PV array configuration with
different sizes is modelled and then each configuration is
analysed under different shading patterns. The output power
and the power loss of different configurations under differ-
ent PSC patterns have been compared. The optimised PV
configuration has been selected based on lower power loss
under different shading patterns. Besides, the optimised PV
configuration can contribute as the topology for PV array
reconfiguration (PVAR). The result from the analysis of
bypass diodes and the activation of PV modules can help in
developing the maximum power point tracking (MPPT). This
process determines the optimal configuration under a given
PSCs. This optimal configuration can be exploited to provide
high yield even under PSCs and improve the efficiency of the
overall PV system.

To facilitate a comprehensive reading experience, this
paper is structured in the following way. Section II describes
the modelling technique of a PV module, partial shading
effect and different types of PV array configurations. It should
be noted that, in this work, the PV module available in the
Simulink library is used. This model is available to every
Simulink user, thus, our experiments can be reproduced and
verified by any party. Section III, detailed the effect of partial
shading on the various PV configuration by describing the
behavior of bypass diodes, flow of the current and how mul-
tiple peaks are generated in different scenarios. In section IV,
comparative analysis is carried out using simulation results
and a thorough investigation is presented. Finally, the con-
clusions are drawn in section V.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS
A. SINGLE DIODE PV MODEL
To model the PV array characteristics, the single diode model
of PV module is used since it provides a good trade-off
between simplicity of the model and the accuracy. The sin-
gle diode model presented by authors [32], [33] provides
a good qualitative prediction of PSC and mismatch effects.
Additionally, it is also impractical to compute a very accurate
model for each cell in a large PV system due to inherent
variations in cell parameters. It is notable that, the default
model in MATLAB/Simulink is also based on the single
diodemodel as presented in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b). Therefore,
the single diode model of PV cell shown in Fig. 1(c) serves
as a suitable candidate for this study. Since, the MATLAB
default model is used in this study, our simulation results
can be reproduced or verified by any other Matlab user
with ease.
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TABLE 1. Analysis of PV configurations.

The electrical behaviour of PV cell is related to the module
voltage via Eq. 1.

Ipv =Iph − I0

{
exp

(
Vpv + IpvRs

a1 Vt

)
− 1

}
−
Vpv + IpvRs

Rp
(1)

where Iph: light generated current, Ipv: current generated by
incident light, I0: reverse saturation current, Rs: series resis-
tance, Rsh: parallel resistance, a: diode ideality constant, VT :

thermal voltage of the PV module with NS cells connected in
series (NskT/q), q: electron charge (1.60217646 × 1019), k:
Boltzmann constant (1.3806503 × 1023 J/K).

The PV module can be built by scaling the thermal voltage
according to series connected PV cells NS in a module.
Besides, the light generated current Iph is depends on short
circuit current in standard test condition ISC,STC and the
irradiance experienced by the surface of PV module G as
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FIGURE 1. Basic connections schemes, (a) Default Simulink model,
(b) Modeling of a PV module in Simulink using single diode model and
(c) Theoretical single diode PV cell equivalent circuit.

stated in Eq. (2)

Iph = (ISC,STC + Ki1T )
G

GSTC
(2)

where Ki is the temperature coefficient of the short circuit
current and 1T = T − TSTC , where T is the temperature of
PV module. The conditions that been set for STC are TSTC =
25◦C , GSTC = 1000 W/m2, and air mass (AM) = 1.5.
On the other hand, the reverse saturation current is extracted
from open circuit voltage in STC VOC,STC and temperature

TABLE 2. Electrical characteristics of API156P-230 module.

coefficient of open circuit voltage Kv as shown in Eq. (3)

I0 =
ISC,STC + kV1T

e(
VOC,STC+kv1

aVT
)
− 1

(3)

The parameters of the PV cell used in this paper are
based on the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL)
database. For this study, API156P-230 module manufactured
byAdvance Solar HydroWind Power is selected. Its electrical
parameters are tabulated in Table 2.

B. PV ARRAY CONFIGURATIONS
For a PV system, the interconnection scheme describes the
interconnections of the PV modules in the array. For S con-
figuration, a few PV modules are connected in series. Mean-
while, a few PV modules are connected in parallel to form
P configuration. Series of panels are connected in a string,
and multiple such strings are connected in parallel to form
the SP scheme or configuration. The SP configuration is the
most popular scheme due to its simplicity and low cost. How-
ever, this scheme is highly sensitive to PSC conditions and
experiences heavy power losses. To mitigate that limitation
other configurations are proposed i.e. BL, HC and TCTwhere
the energy yield is better than SP configuration especially
under PS condition. BL is the connection of a few groups
containing 2 PV modules per group connected by cross-ties
(CT) and HC is mocking the beehive pattern as the columns
are connected with CT. On the other hand, parallel connected
PV modules are connected in series and CT is connected
across each junction in TCT. The S, P, SP, BL, HC and TCT
interconnection schemes are shown in Fig. 2 respectivelywith
a 5 × 4 PV array.

C. UTILIZATION OF BYPASS DIODE TO REDUCE THE
EFFECT OF PARTIAL SHADING
During partial shading occurrences, certain PV modules in
the PV array are shaded due to dust, tree, passing clouds
or chimney. The current from non-shaded PV modules are
dumped into shaded PV modules inside the array under par-
tial shading condition as illustrated in Fig. 3(a). This phe-
nomenon will lead to overheating and damage the shaded PV
modules inside the array [34]. To counteract this detrimental
effect, bypass diodes are usually connected in anti-parallel
with PV modules in an array.

It creates new path for current produced by non-shaded
PV modules to flow across the array without affecting the
shaded modules, thus the energy yield by the PV array can
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FIGURE 2. Types of interconnection schemes: (a) series, (b) parallel,
(c) series parallel, (d) bridge linked, (e) honeycomb, (f) total cross tied.

be improved during -PSCs as shown in Fig. 3(b) [35]–[37].
The switching state of PV module and the bypass diodes for
different PV configurations under different patterns of the
partial shading are provided in Supplementary Information.

Fig. 4 shows 3 × 1 PV array connected in series subjected
to a) non-shaded condition b) partially shaded condition
without bypass diodes and c) partially shaded condition with
bypass diode.

It can be seen from the generated PV curve of these
three conditions shown in Fig. 5 that non-shaded PV array
is producing more power as compared to shaded PV array.
Meanwhile, for partially shaded PV array the one without
bypass produced the lowest output power because the current
in the string is limited by the affected PV module. Therefore,
bypass diodes have minimized the effect of partial shading on
the performance of PV array.

FIGURE 3. Current flow under PSC: (a) without bypass diode, (b) with
bypass diode.

FIGURE 4. Effect of bypass diode: (a) non-shaded condition; (b) partially
shaded condition without bypass diodes; (c) partially shaded condition
with bypass diode.

FIGURE 5. The PV curves of non-shaded, partially shaded with bypass
diodes, and partially shaded without bypass diodes.

III. DETAIL ANALYSES ON STATIC PV ARRAY
CONFIGURATIONS DURING PS CONDITION
To analyse the characteristics and understand the working
principle of S, P, SP, BL, HC and TCT configurations during
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TABLE 3. Shading pattern of PV array.

FIGURE 6. IV curve of S.

FIGURE 7. IV curve of P.

PSC occurrence, the array of 5 × 4 size are tested with
the shading pattern shown in Table 3. All configurations are
imposed with the same shading pattern and for simplicity of
the analyses the temperature of all modules is assumed to
be fixed at 250◦C. For uniform irradiance condition at STC,
the maximum available power from the array is 4.6 kW.

The results of the IV and PV curves for S, P, SP, BL,HC and
TCT configurations are shown in Fig. 6 to 14 and the global
peak value for each configuration is presented in Table 4.

FIGURE 8. IV curve of SP.

FIGURE 9. IV curve of BL.

FIGURE 10. IV curve of HC.

A. ANALYSIS ON SERIES CONFIGURATION
Table 5 shows the PV modules PV7, PV8, PV9, PV12,
PV13 and PV14 for S configuration are initially deactivated
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FIGURE 11. IV curve of TCT.

FIGURE 12. PV curve of S configuration.

FIGURE 13. PV curve of P configuration.

during constant current region 1 (CCR1) because themodules
received low irradiance.

The bypass diodes D7, D8, D9, D12, D13 and
D14 are forward biased at this region as shown in
Table 6.

CCR1 remained until a point near to 416.95 V, 7.64 A
or 3185.5 W which is local point 1 (LP1). Then, PV7 and

FIGURE 14. PV curve of SP, BL, HC and TCT configurations.

TABLE 4. Shading pattern of PV array.

PV12 become activated and D7 and D12 become reverse
biased at 449.83 V as shown in Fig. 6. This transition
creates activation point 1 (AP1). PV8, PV9, PV13, PV14,
D8, D9, D13 and D14 remained deactivated and forward
biased through CCR2 which constant at 6.55 A. Apart
from that, this region shows the maximum point (MP)
which is the maximum output power under given shading
pattern.

The MP is 3250.77 W which located at 506.35 V as
shown in Fig. 12. Consequently, the maximum power point
tracker (MPPT) should operate at MP to extract the output
power optimally.

Furthermore, the constant current during CCR2 starts
to drop at a point near to MP. Next, only PV9 and
PV14 remained deactivated and D9 and D14 remained for-
ward biased during CCR3. On the other hand, LP2 occurred at
594.48 V where the current during CCR3 is already dropped
at this point. At 627.89 V which is AP3, all bypass diodes in
the array are reverse biased because PV9 and PV14 become
activated.

B. ANALYSIS ON PARALLEL CONFIGURATION
Fig. 7 shows the single peak IV curve of P configuration
due to activation of all PV modules. Even though PV7, PV8,
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TABLE 5. The activation or deactivation of PV modules for S configuration (on = activate; off = deactivate) *AP = activation point.

TABLE 6. State of bypass diodes for S configuration (F = forward biased; R = reverse biased) *AP = activation point.

PV9, PV12, PV13 and PV14 are shaded, all bypass diodes
are reverse biased for this configuration. The activation of
PV modules and reverse biased bypass diodes will remain
through CCR1 which the constant current is 144.12 A. The
MP for this configuration is 4048.2 W and located at 30 V.
Moreover, no AP occurred in the curve to stop the current
drops after CCR1.

C. ANALYSIS ON SERIES PARALLEL CONFIGURATION
For SP configuration, bypass diode D7, D8, D9, D12, D13,
and D14, as shown in Table 7 become forward biased during
CCR1. This happens because PV modules PV7, PV8, PV9,
PV12, PV13 and PV14 deactivated as tabulated in Table 8.
The current of CCR1 start to drop near to the 60.61 V, 30.59 A
or 1854.06 W which is LP1. The current continues to drop
until 29.37 A which is the AP1. AP1 is located at 63.27 V
and bypass diode D8, D9, D13, and D14 remained forward
biased at this point. This is due to activation of PV modules
PV7 and PV12 that are less shaded than PV8, PV9, PV13, and
PV14. The states of bypass diodes and PV modules remained
unchanged during CCR2.

The current starts to drop near at 94.61 V or 2690.71 W
which is LP2. This is continued until AP2 which located at
100.16 V and the states of PV modules and bypass diodes
start to change at this point. PV8 and PV13 become activated
during CCR3, thus D9 and D12 remains forward biased
through this region. The MP for SP configuration on the
imposed pattern is 3321.41 W which located at 130.61 V
near to CCR3. Thus, MPPT should operate at this point.
The current during CCR3 already dropped at this point and
continued until AP3 which is 22.53 A. During CCR4, all
the bypass diodes are reverse biased due to activation of
all PV modules inside SP configuration. The changes from
deactivation to activation and forward biased to reverse biased
for PV modules and bypass diodes through each region in SP
configuration is similar as S configuration.

D. ANALYSIS ON BRIDGE LINK CONFIGURATION
The electrical behaviour of BL is more complicated than S,
P, and SP configurations. During CCR1, D3, D4, D7, D8,
D9, D12, D13, D14, D18, and D19 become forward biased
and their PV modules deactivated respectively at this stage
as depicted in Table 9 and Table 10. Even though, PV3,
PV4, PV18, and PV19 are fully irradiated but the bypass
diode become forward biased because of the current flow
through CT1, CT2, CT5, and CT6. However, the current
of CCR1 starts to drop at point near LP1 which located at
59.31 V or 1813.7 W. At 61.94 V which is AP1, the PV7 and
PV12 activated and their bypass diode turn into reverse
biased. The states of bypass diodes and PVmodules remained
unchanged through CCR2. LP2 is located at 90.24 V, 28.12 A
or 2537.55 W. The states of bypass diodes and PV modules
start to change at 94.91V which is the AP2. D8 and D13 turn
into reverse biased due to activation of PV8 and PV13 at
AP2 and remained unchanged through CCR3.

LP3 is at 125.47 V or 3209.52 W and current of CCR3 is
already dropped. The remaining deactivated PV modules are
activated at 22.79V which is AP3 and it remained activated
through CCR4. It also followed by the remaining bypass
diodes that turn into reverse biased at this level. In addition,
MP is located at 157.69 V. Therefore, MPPT should operate
at MP to extract 3495.99 W from BL configuration.

E. ANALYSIS ON HONEYCOMB CONFIGURATION
For HC configuration as depicted in Table 11, PV2, PV3,
PV4, PV7, PV8, PV9, PV12, PV13, PV14, PV17, PV18 and
PV19 are deactivated during CCR1 due to certain bypass
diodes that operate in forward biased. Even though PV7 and
PV12 received low irradiance, D7 and D12 are reverse
biased as tabulated in Table 12 because current flow through
CT1 and CT6. The LP1 is 1774.25W and is occurred
at 58.02 V, then, current of CCR1 is dropped. During
AP1 located at 61.86V, PV8, PV9, PV12 and PV13 are
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TABLE 7. State of bypass diodes for SP configuration (F = forward biased; R = reverse biased) *AP = activation point.

TABLE 8. The activation or deactivation of PV modules for SP configuration (on = active; off = deactivate) *AP = activation point.

TABLE 9. The activation or deactivation of PV modules for BL configuration (on = activate; off = deactivate) *AP = activation point.

TABLE 10. State of bypass diodes for BL configuration (F = forward biased; R = reverse biased) *AP = activation point.

remained deactivated and D8, D9, D12 and D13 also
remained forward biased at this point.

The states of PV modules and bypass diodes remained
unchanged through CCR2. Furthermore, LP2 is 2614.08 W
and located at 91.69 V. Next, during AP2 that is located at
96.90 V, D8 and D12 turn into reverse biased due to activation
of PV8 and PV12. LP3 is 3252.53 W located at 127.5 V
which is near to AP3. The remaining PV modules and bypass
diodes activated and turn into reverse biased respectively at
134.57Vwhich is AP3. All PVmodules are activated through
CCR4 and MP also located near to this region. The MP is
3425.69 W and located at 156.21 V.

F. ANALYSIS ON TOTAL CROSS-TIED CONFIGURATION
The same shading pattern is also implemented on TCT
configuration, thus bypass diode on row 2, row 3, and
row 4 become forward biased during CCR1 as depicted
in Table 14. The PV modules on row 2, row 3, and row

4 are deactivated during CCR1 as shown in Table 13. Besides,
in TCT configuration the current is flowing through CT1,
CT2, CT3, CT4, CT9, CT10, CT11, and CT12. The current
of CCR1 starts to drop near 58.02 V or 1774.25 W which is
LP1. During AP1 which located at 60.42 V, the bypass diodes
on row 2 switch to reverse biased due to the activation of
the PV module on row 2. The states of bypass diodes and
PV modules remained unchanged through CCR2. The LP2 is
2566.84W located at 90.35V. Then, the bypass diodes on row
4 remained forward biased through CCR3 due to deactivation
of PV modules on Row4 that starts from AP2. AP2 and
LP3 are located at 95.16 V and 124.17 V respectively. During
AP3 which located at 130.54 V, all bypass diodes on TCT
configuration switch to reverse biased and all PV modules
are activated at this stage. The PVmodules and bypass diodes
remained activated through CCR4. The point ofMP is located
near to CCR4 similar with HC and BL configuration. TheMP
is 3558.02 W located at 158.84 V.
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TABLE 11. The activation or deactivation of PV modules for HC configuration (on = activate; off = deactivate) *AP = activation point.

TABLE 12. State of bypass diodes for HC configuration (F = forward biased; R = reverse biased) *AP = activation point.

TABLE 13. The activation or deactivation of PV modules for TCT configuration (on = activate; off = deactivate) *AP = activation point.

G. SUMMARY OF STATIC PV ARRAY RECONFIGURATION
PERFORMANCE
As seen in Figs. 8 to 11, the ISC of the PV array (ISC(array))
of SP, BL, HC and TCT configurations are the sum of short
circuit current through each string (ISC(STR,n)) as shown in
Eq. 4. The (ISC(STR,n)) is the ISC for one PVmodule in a string
because the PV modules are connected in series.

Isc(array) = Isc(str,1) + Isc(str,2) + Isc(str,3) + Isc(str,4) (4)

For the imposed shading pattern, the ISC of the SP, BL,
HC and TCT configurations is 32.72 A. However, for S con-
figuration the ISC (array) is equal as ISC for one PV module
which is 8.18 A. Otherwise, the ISC (array) of P configuration
is 144.2 A.

Detailed observation on the characteristic of IV curve for
both array configurations shows that there is a constant cur-
rent region (CCRn) between ISC and local point 1 (LP1)
then between LP(n) and LP (n + 1). CCR is created due
to certain bypass diodes that become forward biased during
PSC. The bypass diode becomes forward biased to allow the
current from a fully irradiated PV module (1000 W/m2) to
flow across the less irradiated module.

Local point (LPn) andmaximum point (MP) occur because
a certain bypass diode during CCRn slowly switches to
reverse biased. However, if the bypass diode remains forward
biased, current of PV array will stay constant at CCRn until it
achievesMP. Then, the current of PV array is slightly reduced

between LPn and activation point n and between MP and
activation point n due to certain bypass diodes that switch
slowly to reverse biased at this stage. The last LPn or last MP
do not occur due to bypass diode. The cause is that the PV
array current should become zero at Voc of PV array. Thus it
results in the last LPn or last MP and causes a slight change
of PV array current.

PV curves of S, SP, BL, HC and TCT configurations show
4 peaks consisting of local power peak, PLP and global
power peak, PMP. Otherwise, P configuration depicted single
peak which consisting only PMP. Table 4 shows the highest
PMP is produced by P configuration. However, from Fig. 7,
the current produced by P configuration is high and it is not
suitable for PV system. Thus, the most suitable configuration
is TCT with higher output power compared to S, SP, BL and
HC configurations.

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSES FOR DIFFERENT PARTIAL
SHADING PATTERNS
The distribution of shade and the irradiance values on PV
array highly affects the maximum power that can be produced
by the PV array. The shading strength and pattern are based
on the building shape and size, cloud or other materials that
block the panels from receiving the sunlight directly.

In this paper, the PV array is shaded by shading pat-
terns that are categorized to 20 patterns of shading shown
in Figs. 15-17 for each array size are implemented in this
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TABLE 14. State of bypass diodes for TCT configuration (F = forward biased; R = reverse biased) *AP = activation point.

TABLE 15. Simulation results for maximum power under all shading
profiles of 4 × 5 array size.

TABLE 16. Simulation results for maximum power under all shading
profiles of 5× 5 array size.

study to emulate PSC occurrences. The PV array size are
5 × 4, 5 × 5 and 3 × 10 had been tested under the various
PSC occurrences such in Figs. 15 to 17 to analyse the PV
arrays performance, besides, configurations used are S, P, SP,
BL, HC and TCT.

This paper will present the results for all of the array sizes.
The API156P-230 PV module is utilized for these analyses.
The irradiance of the shading is distributed by 4 different irra-
diance levels which are 1000 W/m2, 700 W/m2, 500 W/m2,
and 300W/m2 while the ambient temperature is maintained at
250C. The analyses are carried out based on the percentage of
shading strength (SS) and the maximum output power (PMP)
for S, P, SP, BL, HC and TCT configurations at different

TABLE 17. Simulation results for maximum power under all shading
profiles of 3× 10 array size.

shading patterns. Percentage of SS is the loss of irradiance
over the total irradiance without shading of the PV array. The
equation of SS is shown in Eq. 5. The shading strength is
analyzed through this study to prove the performance of the
configurations under different patterns of shading to emulate
the PSC.

SS(%) =
IrradianceNonshading − Irradianceshading

IrradianceNonshading
∗ 100

(5)

where IrradianceNonshading refers to total irradiance of the PV
array without shadingwhich is 20 kW/m2 for 5× 4 array size,
25 kW/m2 for 5× 5 array size and 30 kW/m2 for 3× 10 array
size. Meanwhile, Irradianceshading is the total irradiance of
the PV array under PSC.

The simulation results of the 20 different shading patterns
considering the maximum power under all shading profiles
of 4 × 5, 5 × 5, 3 × 10, array size is presented in Tables
15, 16, and 17.

Also, the system shading and shading strengths are given
in Table. 18.

In addition, the comparison of 5 × 4, 5 × 5, 3 × 10 array
size PMP, W along with power loss in % for each shading
pattern is visually presented in Figs. 18 to 23. The examples
of PV curves for the S, P, BL, HC and TCT under different
shading profiles are illustrated in Fig. 24. The bar chart of
PMP for the S, P, BL, HC and TCT under different shading
profiles are illustrated in Figs. 25 to 42. The results show
the relation between maximum output power and the shading
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FIGURE 15. Shading patterns of 5× 4 array size.

pattern where the maximum power depends on the shading
pattern of the array.

From the result, Diagonal pattern, Inverse Diagonal pat-
tern, Long pattern, Inverse Long pattern and Random A has

FIGURE 16. Shading patterns of 5× 5 array size.

the highest output power since all rows of configurations are
distributed equally by the shaded modules for 5 × 4 array
size. Meanwhile, Diagonal pattern, Inverse Diagonal pattern,
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FIGURE 17. Shading patterns of 3× 10 array size (a) diagonal and long, (b) short and long, (c) diagonal, (d) long (cont.), (e) short, (f) inverse
diagonal and long (g) inverse short and long, (h) inverse diagonal, (i) inverse long, (j) inverse short, (k) downward ladder, (l) inverse downward
ladder (m) centre, (n) double ladder, (o) L corner, (p) column (left), (q) two corners, (r) random A (s) one corner, (t) random two corners.

Long pattern, Inverse Long pattern and Column Left pattern
showed the highest output power among the PSC for 5 × 5
array size.

Furthermore, Downward Ladder pattern, Inverse Down-
ward Ladder pattern, Double Ladder pattern, Column Left
pattern, and Short pattern exhibited the highest output power
compared to others shading profiles for 3 × 10 array
size. If the shade or irradiance values is equally distributed
throughout each string such as under Column (Left) condi-
tion. Authors found that the PMP produced by P, SP, BL,
HC, and TCT schemes under these PSC is equivalent. This

condition will cause the IMP is equally produced by each
interconnection since there is no limitation of current pro-
duced due to the shaded PV panel towards the unshaded PV
panels in each string.

However, in case the shade not equally distributed among
the rows but throughout the strings, as in Short and Long
pattern and Inverse Short and Long pattern, the shading
causes more power loss for all of the array size. From the
result, the energy yield can be optimized when the shading
is distributed equally among rows of the configuration. For
all configurations, the complicated shading patterns have the
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FIGURE 18. Comparison of 5× 4 array size PMP , W for each shading.

FIGURE 19. Comparison of 5× 4 array size power losses, % for each
shading pattern.

FIGURE 20. Comparison of 5 × 5 array size PMP, W for each shading
pattern.

least output power, meanwhile, simple shading patterns, gave
the higher energy yield.

From the observations, the TCT configuration is the better
choice under any shading pattern since the maximum output

FIGURE 21. Comparison of 5× 5 array size power losses, % for each
shading pattern.

FIGURE 22. Comparison of 3× 10 array size array size PMP , W for each
shading pattern.

FIGURE 23. Comparison of 3× 10 array size power losses, % for each
shading pattern.

power for TCT is higher than S, SP, BL and HC configuration
regardless of P configuration in all patterns for all of the
array sizes. For Inverse Short pattern, the output power are
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FIGURE 24. Comparison of PV curves under each partial shading pattern (a) for S configuration with 5× 4
array size, (b) for P configuration with 5× 4 array size, (c) for SP configuration, (d) for BL configuration
with 5× 4 array size, (e) for HC configuration with 5× 4 array size, (f) for TCT configuration with 5× 4
array size, (g) for S configuration with 5× 5 array size, (h) for P configuration with 5× 5 array size, (i) for
SP configuration with 5× 5 array size, (j) for BL configuration with 5× 5 array size, (k) for HC
configuration with 5× 5 array size, (l) for TCT configuration with 5× 5 array size, (m) for S configuration
with 3× 10 array size, (n) for P configuration with 3× 10 array size, (o) for SP configuration with 3× 10
array size, (p) for BL configuration with 3× 10 array size, (q) for HC configuration with 3× 10 array size,
(r) for TCT configuration with 3× 10 array size.
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FIGURE 24. (Continued.) Comparison of PV curves under each partial shading pattern (a) for S configuration with 5× 4 array size,
(b) for P configuration with 5× 4 array size, (c) for SP configuration, (d) for BL configuration with 5× 4 array size, (e) for HC
configuration with 5× 4 array size, (f) for TCT configuration with 5× 4 array size, (g) for S configuration with 5× 5 array size, (h) for
P configuration with 5× 5 array size, (i) for SP configuration with 5× 5 array size, (j) for BL configuration with 5× 5 array size,
(k) for HC configuration with 5× 5 array size, (l) for TCT configuration with 5× 5 array size, (m) for S configuration with 3× 10 array
size, (n) for P configuration with 3× 10 array size, (o) for SP configuration with 3× 10 array size, (p) for BL configuration with
3× 10 array size, (q) for HC configuration with 3× 10 array size, (r) for TCT configuration with 3× 10 array size.

found same for SP, BL, and TCT configurations for 5 × 4
and 5 × 5 PV array sizes. However, this does not dispel the

conclusion that the TCT configuration performed better than
the other configurations under any given shading pattern.
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FIGURE 25. Comparison of PMP in Watts for S configuration with 5× 4
array size under each partial shading pattern.

FIGURE 26. Comparison of PMP in Watts for P configuration with 5× 4
array size under each partial shading pattern.

FIGURE 27. Comparison of PMP in Watts for SP configuration with 5× 4
array size under each partial shading pattern.

FIGURE 28. Comparison of PMP in Watts for BL configuration with 5× 4
array size under each partial shading pattern.

However, it is found that one shading pattern which is SP
configuration significantly outperform the TCT configura-
tion by giving higher PMP for 5 × 4 array size and 5 ×
5 array size. The PSCmentioned by the authors is Inverse and

FIGURE 29. Comparison of PMP in Watts for HC configuration with 5× 4
array size under each partial shading pattern.

FIGURE 30. Comparison of PMP in Watts for TCT configuration with 5× 4
array size under each partial shading pattern.

FIGURE 31. Comparison of PMP in Watts for S configuration with 5× 5
array size under each partial shading pattern.

FIGURE 32. Comparison of PMP in Watts for P configuration with 5× 5
array size under each partial shading pattern.

Short patternwhereas the SSwas 43% for whereas the highest
percentage of SS compared to other PSC for 5 × 4 array
size, besides, 38% which also the highest SS percentage
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FIGURE 33. Comparison of PMP in Watts for SP configuration with 5× 5
array size under each partial shading pattern.

FIGURE 34. Comparison of PMP in Watts for BL configuration with 5× 5
array size under each partial shading pattern.

FIGURE 35. Comparison of PMP in Watts for HC configuration with 5× 5
array size under each partial shading pattern.

for 5 × 5 array size and Figure 43 illustrated the shading
pattern, besides, current produced by each string for both
configurations.

From the Fig. 43, it can be clearly seen that the current
produced for each string by the SP configuration for both
array sizes is higher compare to TCT configuration, even
though, the voltage generated by TCT configuration is higher.
This shading condition created a gap of current produced
by each string for both configurations of 5 × 4 array size
which is about 2.7 A for IString1 and IString2 whereas 2.4 A
for IString3 and IString4, meanwhile, the current gap created for
both configurations with 5× 5 array size are 2.9 A for IString1
and IString2, 2.8 A for IString3 and 2.7 A for IString4 and IString5.
Therefore, resulting a lower IMP for TCT configuration
approximately half of value compared to SP configuration

As the percentage of SS increase, the PV arrays’ mismatch
losses increase, and efficiency drop.

FIGURE 36. Comparison of PMP in Watts for TCT configuration with 5× 5
array size under each partial shading pattern.

FIGURE 37. Comparison of PMP in Watts for S configuration with 3× 10
array size under each partial shading pattern.

FIGURE 38. Comparison of PMP in Watts for P configuration with 3× 10
array size under each partial shading pattern.

Thus, it is important noticing that, under a certain PSC
for a PV array with N panels, the PMP extraction from the
PV array is either approximately equal or lower than the
sum of PMP that delivered by each panel which become a
root to BDs activation due to the constraints occurred which
make the corresponding PV arrays become short circuited
and reduce the PMP at the PV array terminals. Therefore,
the PMP produced under PSCs does not equivalent as the
PMP available in the panels.

In addition, as discussed before based on Kirchhoff’s Cur-
rent Law, the limitation of current produced in each series
string caused by the shaded PV modules towards unshaded
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FIGURE 39. Comparison of PMP in Watts for SP configuration with 3× 10
array size under each partial shading pattern.

FIGURE 40. Comparison of PMP in Watts for B; configuration with 3× 10
array size under each partial shading pattern.

FIGURE 41. Comparison of PMP in Watts for HC configuration with 3× 10
array size under each partial shading pattern.

FIGURE 42. Comparison of PMP in Watts for TCT configuration with 3× 10
array size under each partial shading pattern.

PV modules will trigger AP at certain value of voltage due
to the lower current produced by the shaded PV modules
between CCR of the shaded PV modules and unshaded PV
modules in the IV curve.

FIGURE 43. The simulation results of 5 × 4 and 5 × 5 array size for
Istring1, Istring2, Istring3, Istring4, IMP , VMP , and PMP under inverse short
and long scenario.

TABLE 18. System shading and shading strength of each shading pattern.

The bypass diode of shaded PV modules will become
forward biased due to the excessive current flow produced
by the unshaded PV modules.

The SS affects the performance of the PV array configura-
tions in this study and based on the simulation test done, this
shows that the concentration or the SS is related to the output
power of the array configurations.

Observation made for the result of different shading pat-
terns using S, P, SP, BL, HC and TCT configurations as
follows:
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1) The maximum output power increase when shade dis-
tributed equally among the strings of the configura-
tions.

2) TCT configuration produce higher output power com-
pared to other configurations under most PSC.

V. CONCLUSION
This study presents the detailed analysis of S, P, SP, BL,
HC and TCT configurations when subjected to multiple shad-
ing patterns. The contribution that stands out in this work is
the detail expression of the bypass diode behaviours, which
may help many new researchers to comprehend PV con-
figuration techniques easily. Besides, this investigation was
performed on three different size PV arrays which makes
the outcome more conclusive and reliable. In total twenty
shading patterns were tested. The overall results show that
the TCT configuration offers better performance compared
to the other configurations. In TCT, the parallel links among
strings in TCT configuration aremore effective for the current
flow through the configuration during mismatch or PSCs
However, TCT cannot be the optimum candidate for every
shading pattern. It is clear from the several shading patterns
that on multiple occasions BL and HC outperforms TCT.
In some cases, even SP is the best candidate to mitigate
partial shading effect. Thus, if the PV engineers/designers
has prior knowledge on the expected shading in an area, they
can choose the suitable PV configuration for that particular
place.

In addition, this study also shows that the pattern of shading
is also one of the eminent factors that affect the energy
yields of a PV array. If more shades distributed among the
Strings, the power loss is increased. On the other hand, dis-
tributing the shading among the Rows of the configuration
optimizes the energy yield of the PV array. Based on such
observation, PV array reconfiguration techniques can be a
good solution where module connections are re arranged
according to the shadow positions. It is envisaged that, this
work will help many new researchers to comprehend PV
array configuration techniques and produce better solution in
the near future.
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